Delivering superior patient care
begins with improving assessments.

“

Consider NIR light technology to
identify peripheral venous sites and
facilitate more informed decisions
about vein selection.

“

Be Visionary.

Infusion Therapy Standards of Practice – Infusion Nurses Society
VeinViewer® is supported by more clinical evidence than any other vein visualization
device. INS specifically recognizes near-infrared visualization as the ideal technology
for the placement of short peripheral catheters.

A value added program that delivers training and confidence.
When implementing vein visualization technology trust the evidence, trust VeinViewer.

At Christie, we understand that maintaining a high level of clinical excellence and utilization
are necessary to receive the maximum return on investment in new technologies. Our
Christie Assure Program™ includes five years of extensive product utilization training,
continuing education opportunities and a comprehensive product warranty.

Imaging is in our corporate DNA.

BEFORE

VALVE ASSESSMENT

INFORMED SITE SELECTION

Our parent company, Christie® Digital Systems, is recognized as one of the most innovative
visual technology companies in the world. They hold over 100 patents and have been awarded
countless industry honors (even two Academy Awards). Christie Medical Holdings is committed
to improving the patient experience while lowering risks and costs of care. Our VeinViewer®
products pioneered the category and are clinically proven to acheive first stick success, reduce
PICC lines and increase patient satisfaction.

Illuminating revolutionary patient care.™
1-877-SEE-VEIN
Greater First Stick Success - Fewer PICC Lines - Increased Patient Satisfaction
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VeinViewer Vision2 is designed
for first stick success in less time.

We’re proud to be
preferred by America’s
top hospitals.

®

With VeinViewer ,® clinicians can quickly and
confidently detect veins that are difficult to
find through sight and palpation, significantly
reducing assessment time and stick attempts.
VeinViewer by Christie uses harmless
near-infrared (NIR) light to project a high
definition, real-time image of patient veins
directly onto their skin. With a built-in suite
of imaging modes, there’s an ideal setting for
every patient type.

Engineered to meet
the demands of today’s
clinical reality.
VeinViewer Vision2 – our latest technology – was born
from countless hours of conversations with clinicians. We
listened carefully, and we’re confident that we’ve designed
a solution that truly makes a difference every single day.
That’s why VeinViewer is precisely the right technology
at exactly the right time.

MaxReach provides
head-to-toe coverage.

Many of the most recognized and highly regarded hospitals in the nation
trust VeinViewer® technology. We’ve earned their trust by delivering
on our promise to provide an easy-to-use system that profoundly and
measurably impacts their ability to provide superior vascular access.
We recognize your goals for efficient, consistent, safe delivery of infusion
therapies. VeinViewer by Christie helps you meet these goals through
lower costs, reduced time and an improved patient experience.

An improved patient experience
that makes everyone feel better.
Starting with improved first stick success, VeinViewer Vision2 is clinically
proven to positively impact people throughout the hospital. Clinicians,
patients, risk management and hospital leadership will experience the
benefits of VeinViewer technology.

100%

30%

Clinicians
Increase first stick
success by up to 100%

Risk Management
Decrease PICC lines placed
due to difficult venous access
by more than 30%

100%

$28,000

Patient Experience
First stick success increases
(overall) patient satisfaction
by 100%

Hospital
Reduction in PICC lines placed at
a 60 bed unit equates to an annual
savings of more than $28,000
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*Data available at
christiemed.com/learning-center/evidence
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